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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0218805A2] In a catching device for the conveying slide (1), guided on two rails (4), of a lift cage, a control lever (7) pivotable about an
axis (8) running transversely to its direction of movement (B) is provided on the conveying slide. A follower roller (15) is mounted on the free end of
the control lever (7) and is pressed by spring force against a cam (6) provided with several alternating successive prominences (6a) and recesses
(6b). The cam (6) extends in the longitudinal direction of the rails (4) and is connected to one of the same. Several rungs (5) running transversely
to the longitudinal direction of the rails (4) are provided between the same. A pawl (16) interacting with the rungs (5) in the event of a fault is firmly
connected to the control lever (7). The prominences (6a) or recesses (6b) of the cam (6) are arranged opposite the rungs (5) in such a way that the
pawl (16), at operating speed when passing each rung (5), is directed past the respective rung outside the rung plane (E-E) and, in the event of a
fault, is swung into the rung plane (E-E) by the control lever (7) thrown out of the way by the cam (6). <IMAGE>
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